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TGNP MTANDAO GENDER FESTIVAL 2013 GENDER DEMOCRACY AND DEVELOPMENT: TWENTY YEARS OF TRANSFORMATIVE FEMINIST STRUGGLE FOR WOMEN’S RIGHTS, GENDER EQUITY AND SOCIAL JUSTICE – WHERE ARE WE? WHAT NEXT? CONCEPT NOTE FOR GENDER FESTIVAL 2013 PLENARY & WORKSHOPS [September 3-6, 2013] 1. 1.1.



Background to the Festival! About the Organisers



The Gender Festival 2013 is coordinated by the TGNP MTANDAO1, working together with other partners, including the Feminist Activist Coalition (FemAct), grassroots activist participants in the weekly Gender and Development Series (GDSS), and the many grassroots activist groups who are active partners in transformative movement building processes in several districts of Tanzania. TGNP MTANDAO is an activist non-governmental organisation advocating for feminist social transformation that leads to gender equality and equity, women’s empowerment, and social justice. The organisation works to strengthen a transformative feminist social movement that challenges patriarchy and neoliberal globalisation in order to achieve these objectives. Established in 1993, TGNP MTANDAO is celebrating twenty years of transformative feminist activism this year through a variety of activities at grassroots and national level, all leading up to the eleventh Gender Festival of 2013. During this year’s Gender Festival we will encourage participants to reflect on ‘where we have come from, where we are now and where do we go from here?’ 1.2



About the Gender Festival



The Gender Festival is an open forum for likeminded individuals and organisations to come together to share experiences and knowledge, to celebrate achievements and assess challenges ahead, to strengthen networking and coalition-building, to build capacity and to contribute to public debate and plan collectively for social change from a feminist perspective. The first Gender Festival was organised in 1996; since then TGNP MTANDAO, FemAct and their grassroots partners have successfully organised a series of 10 Festivals on a variety of themes, reflecting the burning issues of the day. The number of participants has steadily grown from around 400 in 1996 to over 5,000 in 2011. The Festival provides a unique space for activists from all walks of life to come together from the Mainland and Zanzibar [including Pemba], and from every region of Tanzania, as well as from neighbouring countries of Africa and beyond. 1



During the twenty years of its existence, TGNP has become a major voice for women’s rights, gender equity and social justice in Tanzania at all levels, and is recognised for the integrity of its positionality and coherence of its analysis and action. Expansion of demands for its services and resulting increase of activities have led to the creation of two sub-organisations, TGNP Mtandao Limited and Gender Training Institute which are united by their shared vision and mission, and governed by one Annual General Meeting of members.



Gender Festival 2013 Objectives The main objectives of Gender Festival 2013 are: o To celebrate twenty years of transformative feminist struggles for women’s rights, gender equity and social justice o To enhance understanding of the global context of patriarchy and neoliberalism, its impact on marginalised women and their communities, their resistances and struggles against these and other oppressive structures, and alternative strategies for sustainable, equitable and just development and growth o To advance understanding of transformative feminist theory and practice, including documentation of concrete specific struggles against patriarchy and neoliberalism, and how to strengthen the feminist movement at all levels o To plan realisable strategies of action at all levels for the building of the transformative feminist movement in Tanzania and Africa, and o To strengthen feminist consciousness, networking, coalition-building and alliances as building blocks towards a panAfrican transformative feminist movement.



1.3



Gender Festival 2013 – Background



The overall theme of the 11th Gender Festival is: Gender, Democracy and Development: Twenty Years Of Transformative Feminist Struggle For Women’s Rights, Gender Equity And Social Justice – Where Are We? What Next? Gender Festival 2013 will celebrate and reflect on twenty years of transformative feminist struggle for women’s rights, gender equity and social justice, in general, and the specific contribution of the TGNP MTANDAO to these struggles. Tanzania Gender Networking Programme In 1992 – 1993, a small group of feminist activists and scholars came together to facilitate leaders of some 30 women’s non-governmental organisations (NGOs) to reflect on the situation of women in Tanzania, analyse basic causes and plan strategies for action. Three intensive reflection sessions were held together to prepare for the Women’s World Conference in Beijing in 1995. The participants not only generated the first Gender Profile of Tanzania (1993) at these meetings, they also called for the creation of a new organisation or network which embraced the transformative feminist theory and animation methodology used by the facilitators of these sessions – and thus was Tanzania Gender Networking Programme (TGNP) born. Right from the beginning, the members recognised the need to challenge both patriarchy and neoliberalism, having identified these social structures as the root cause of the exploitation and oppression of Tanzanian women and their communities. At stake were gender and class issues, which shaped and defined social relations in both the private and the public sphere. TGNP also realised that the substantive change called for could not be achieved by one organisation, let alone, one individual; that a popular social movement was needed that was composed and led by the marginalised people themselves in both rural and urban areas. The organisation has endeavoured to advocate, and sometimes agitate for changes in structures, policy and resource allocations by operating at the grassroots level as well as at national/regional and global level. Strategic partnerships have been developed to achieve these changes, with individual activists, policy makers, practitioners, researchers, educators and other resource persons; as well as with fellow activist organisations and networks, educational and research institutions, and strategic government departments.
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The main strategies adopted have been analysis and research, especially participatory action research [uraghibishi or animation]; engagement with budget formulation, implementation and monitoring processes; policy engagement, focusing on key sectoral policies as they link with the dominant neoliberal macroeconomic policy framework; facilitation of organising, networking building and campaigning at all levels; communications and information capacity building. TGNP will join other organisations in sharing her perceptions of what she has achieved, the challenges overcome and those remaining, and opportunities for the future during the Opening Day of the Gender Festival. The Context The theme – ‘Twenty Years Of Transformative Feminist Struggle For Women’s Rights, Gender Equity and Social Justice – Where Are We? What Next?’’ builds on themes that have guided earlier Festivals, while retaining the broad emphasis on Economic and Social Justice. Tremendous advances have taken place in feminist theory and practice in Tanzania and elsewhere in Africa which are rooted in the concrete struggles of marginalised women and their communities against patriarchy and neoliberalism. Women have been in the forefront in community protests and grassroots activism against the increasing plunder of natural resources, including land, water, forests, minerals and wildlife. By 2009 some 11.2% of farm land was cultivated by medium and large scale farmers (1.5 million hectares) compared to 11.9 million hectares allocated to small scale producers; since then, huge (tracts of land have been alienated by multinational and state corporations from outside of Tanzania, as well as by local companies. Peasant women’s determined stand against primitive accumulation seeks to protect and defend the basis of their employment and livelihoods as small scale peasant producers and traders, as well as to defend the integrity of their community and cultural identity. Agriculture remains the major site of employment and livelihoods for most Tanzanians, and especially women: According to the Integrated Labour Force Survey (2006) 79.7% of all Tanzanian economically active women were (self)employed in agriculture, compared to 70.6% men; in rural Tanzania, 91.7% women worked in agriculture compared to 85.3% of men. Moreover, some 60% of all food production is carried out by women. In this struggle, women must balance their solidarity with men in their class/community with a simultaneous struggle against different forms of patriarchal oppression and exploitation at home and in the community, as well as in the workplace and the public sphere. This complex reality of simultaneous struggle against patriarchy and neoliberal globalisation has provided the foundation for transformative feminist theory and practice. Transformative Feminists are part of the broad social movement against imperialist plunder and primitive accumulation; while at the same time calling for solidarity within the anti-globalisation movement against patriarchal oppression and exploitation. They insist on the primacy of all aspects of this struggle against both gender and class exploitation and oppression, and reject all efforts to define anti-sexism as secondary to the struggle against imperial globalisation and capitalism. Struggles for universal access to quality education, health, water and sanitation reflect the current crisis over social reproduction, and are integrally linked to struggles over access to and control over land, water and other natural resources. Transformative feminists were among the first to criticise the new focus in development discourse on ‘growth’, which replaced the earlier concentration on ‘poverty reduction’ in plans and budgets. They especially denounced the phenomenon of jobless growth; relatively high aggregated growth figures of 6% or 7% masking high levels of under/unemployment as well as impoverishment and income inequalities. In Tanzania, for example, 31.5% of adults in Dar es Salaam are unemployed, compared to only 7.5% unemployed adults in rural areas; but more women are unemployed (40.3%) in Dar es Salaam, compared to
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men (23.0%). Joblessness is associated with the decline of peasant agriculture, informalisation and casualisation of labour, and the shift of responsibility for provision of cash needs from men to women in many households and/or joint responsibility with contradictory outcomes for changes in gender relations as well as withdrawal of government from creation of employment and transferring the responsibility to individuals as well as the private sector including investors.



Another advance in transformative feminist theory and practice is growing openness to explore and understand the way in which global capitalism and its far right fundamentalist outlook have struggled to impose patriarchal values of sexuality and marriage, and more specifically heterosexuality, as the norm for people in Africa, same as they have done in Latin America and indeed in North America as well. Efforts to get women out of the labour market and back in the home doing unpaid work run parallel with efforts to resurrect the bourgeois concept of male household head and female dependent wife as the norm for all. In the North, this is a desperate effort to reverse the demographic trend whereby the majority of people do not live in such households. Moreover, in Africa, women historically and traditionally have never been totally dependent on men – women have been major producers as well as reproducers in every African society, be they cultivators, livestock-keepers, traders, manufacturers, artisans and so on. Similarly sexual and gender identity in Africa has been far more complex and variegated than what fundamentalists would have us believe, both Christians and Islamic included. Another important dimension of feminist struggle has been over the democratisation of politics and the state, culminating in full scale movements for reform if not transformation of national Constitutions. There are many dimensions of this democratic process. In the 1990s priority was often given to mainstreaming gender into policy and budget formulation processes, and tracking the delivery of social services which are so central to the reproduction of human life. Feminists joined other social actors in demanding more popular participation in formulating policies and budgets, and in the process, also began to engage with electoral politics. The adoption [if not imposition] of multiparty electoral politics stimulated efforts by feminists to enhance women’s participation in formal big-P politics through party membership as well as contestation for political office at local and national level, including TGNP and many other FemAct members. Women’s/feminist organisations and networks in Tanzania and Ghana, for example, also developed alternative women’s manifestoes providing contestants from all parties with a set of demands and expectations for the new government to be elected.



Struggles over politics and resource allocations inevitably force activists to confront the power of globalising forces, as represented in so-called development agencies [multilateral, bilateral] and many international non-governmental agencies. African nation states remain highly dependent on ‘donors’ not only for money and/or other material resources but also for technical assistance at different levels. The paradox, however, is that the amount of ‘aid’ or external finance provided by said donors is much half the value of natural resources and profits which are siphoned out of the African continent by multinational corporations and their local allies. Indeed the main point of ‘aid’ seems to have been to ensure that African states adopt and implement the kind of macro economic policies which are conducive to the continued dominance of multinational corporations situated in ‘the North’, as well as those in the South eg the Brix countries [Brazil, India, China, South Africa, Russia]. With their growing dependence on external finance, NGOs have not escaped the negative impact of donor influence and have to maintain constant vigilance to defend their own agenda. Hence the growing recognition of the limitations of flag independence and the popular demand for real economic liberation and social transformation.
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During these twenty years, more and more women have joined forces together at grassroots, national, regional and global level to confront the kind of challenges noted above and to effect change in a variety of ways. One of the main focuses of this Gender Festival will be to document the nature of these struggles, what the main issues have been, what strategies were used, and what lessons can be learned from their outcome. Transformative feminism has developed in this context, theoretically and practically, and has also embraced participatory approaches in organising and movement building, knowledge generation and communication – what we call animation. The Gender Festival will provide an invaluable opportunity to strengthen our understanding of transformative feminist theory and practice , how far we have come, and together strategise on how to strengthen a panAfrican transformative feminist movement which will liberate women and all of African society.



1.4 Gender Festival Format The Gender Festival is organised around one key theme at plenary level, with sub-themes at workshop level. Participants will choose which workshop to attend according to their personal interests. Day One includes the Opening of the Gender Festival, with a keynote presentation which focuses on the main theme for the Festival, and the launch of the Gender Exhibition. The plenary sessions provide the conceptual framework for the day. They are held every morning with a variety of short (15 minutes) art and literal presentations. During the second and third day afternoon workshops will be organised on relevant skills building for strengthening advocacy, organising and movement building initiatives. These will include workshops on: legal activism, writing, feminist performance (music, poetry, dance, and drama), media usage, ICT, organising skills, action oriented research skills, resource mobilisation and fund-raising, and canvas art. A Gender Exhibition runs throughout the Gender Festival, providing space for participating organisations and networks to share information about the work they do through a variety of media (posters, videos, poster displays, photo exhibitions, and so on). Publishers, NGOs and individual women artisans are also encouraged to display and sell their products, ranging from books, CDs and art work to textiles, soaps and processed foodstuffs. TGNP’s exhibition of its twenty years of activism will be found in this Gender Exhibition, as well as a display highlighting what took place during the ten previous Gender Festivals, beginning in 1996. Separate spaces will be provided for special interest groups to create hubs for networking, sharing information and planning (including young feminists, women with disability and others). There will also be a ‘Hall of Fame’ where our foremothers/sisters/daughters will be remembered for their contribution to the struggle for women’s rights, gender equity and social justice. Participants will be encouraged to display photographs and write short descriptions of their heroines. Most evenings will be open for participating organisations and individuals to meet together, network, and/or to create alternative encounters. One evening, African Feminist Night, will be organised for everyone to dine together, and celebrate twenty years of activism with song, poetry, dance and story-telling. In preparation for Gender Festival 2013, partner organisations at grassroots and national level are invited to prepare and present documentations of individual and collective struggles in the private and public sphere, in relation to contextual issues raised above and/or the subthemes outlined below. Individual organisations and/or networks are invited to ‘claim’ and organise the separate workshops and hubs within the proposed workshop framework by submitting abstracts of no more than 1 page. They can be written in either English or Kiswahili, using accessible language.
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Culture and art are the most powerful vehicles of transmitting ideologies. They are used effectively by both the dominant cliques we oppose and the transformative feminist movement and all those who are agitating for change. They are at the centre of any communication/advocacy strategy and consciousness raising works of underground movements. Each plenary will include a variety of art forms, reflecting the content of the themes and subthemes, as well as each workshop. Participants are invited to share in plenary and in workshops their own art productions: such as works of fiction, cartoons, plays, poetry, songs, dance, films, pop culture, etc which are used to decentre and challenge mainstream culture and male dominated creative enterprise, so as to radically change the collective psyche of society. 1.5 The themes for the Gender Festival 2013: Day One – Tuesday 3rd September 2013: Morning Plenary: Opening of Gender Festival 2013 Twenty Years Of Transformative Feminist Struggle For Women’s Rights, Gender Equity And Social Justice – Where Are We? What Next? The Gender Festival will begin with an overview by TGNP, summarising the history of Gender Festivals, the significance of this particular GF 2013 and an introduction to the format; followed by a brief opening speech by the Guest of Honour, highlighting the contribution of twenty years of transformative feminist analysis and action for the promotion of women’s rights, gender equity and social justice; and expectations for this GF 2013. The Keynote Paper will explore the advances in transformative feminist theory and practice that have taken place in Tanzania during the last twenty years [1993-2013], highlighting the experiences of TGNP, in the context of concrete struggles over land, labour and livelihoods. The paper will analyse the growing power of patriarchal and neoliberal thought and ideology, beginning with Structural Adjustment programmes of the 1980s, the successful imposition of neoliberal macroeconomic policy frameworks throughout Africa in the 1980s to date, and the third plunder of African resources in the 2000s following that of early colonisation in the 1880s and wholesale land/mining liberalisation beginning in 1980s. Key questions to be posed and answered include: What outcome has this had for meeting popular expectations for fair and just employment and livelihoods for all, and for universal access to equal education, health and water? For security and safety, free of all forms of discrimination, oppression, violence and abuse in private and public spheres? How have different categories of women organised themselves in response to these demands and outcomes, around what issues, using what strategies, with what results and what lessons can be learned from these struggles? Participants will be invited to participate in the plenary discussion of burning issues/questions following the panel. Plenary Panel Three panellists will make short presentations which explore the advances in transformative feminist analysis and action during the last twenty years [1993-2013], in the context of concrete struggles over land, labour and livelihoods at grassroots, national and regional level respectively. Each panellist will analyse concretely the advances that have taken place in transformative feminist organising, networking and movement building, the achievements they have made, challenges they have faced, how they overcame them, and plans for the future. The grassroots panellist will focus on one case study at local level; the
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national panelist will highlight the experiences of TGNP, and the regional panellist will share advances that have taken place in organising and networking at national and/or regional level. A plenary discussion will follow to discuss burning issues. Exhibition, Networking and Infotainment Day Two – Wednesday 4th September 2013: Morning Plenary: The Struggle for Land Rights and Economic Justice: Return Resources to the People A panel of three speakers will share their experiences in the struggle for land rights and economic justice in the context of the plunder of natural resources of Africa, especially during the 2000s [grassroots activist, ‘national’and regional activists] Mid Day Workshop Themes:  Struggles over Natural Resources and their Use in the context of ‘land-grabbing’  Struggles for food sovereignty: control over sources of food, over the basic decisions on how to produce food, using what technology, and control over the basic means of production  Politics of Trade, Aid and Debt at all levels, including struggles over GMO technology in agriculture  Struggles for Economic Independence of Women in Rural and Urban areas (case studies) analysis of commonalities and differences, strategies to forge a unified struggle Afternoon Skills Building Sessions for Organising and Movement Building: Media Usage, Writers Forum, Analysis and Research, Organising, Canvas art, Fundraising, Infotainment, Photo gallery, ICT. Exhibition, Networking and Infotainment African Feminist Night including Book Launch by TGNP Day Three – Thursday 5th September 2013: Morning Plenary: Feminist Struggles for Democracy in Civil society and the State: Constitution Reform or Revolution? The day will focus on examples of movement strategies and outcomes from grassroots to regional level in the political realm. In the morning panel, speakers from South Africa, Kenya and Tanzania will analyse achievements, lessons learnt and challenges in ensuring a feminist perspective in the process and the final Constitution itself. Mid Day Workshop Themes:  Struggles for People Centred Constitutions in Africa  Sexual and Reproductive Rights as Constitutional Issues, including Struggles over Bodily Integrity and GBV  Women struggles for power and voice in electoral politics (cases)  Struggles over gender budget reviews and tracking at local and central government level Afternoon Skills Building Sessions for Organising and Movement Building: Media Usage, Writers Forum, Analysis and Research, Organising, Canvas art, Fundraising, Infotainment, Photo gallery, ICT. Exhibition, Networking and Infotainment
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Day Four Friday 6th September 2013: Morning Plenary: Strategies for Feminist Organising and Movement Building for the next Twenty Years: Building a panAfrican Feminist Movement The workshops during this day will focus on the ‘Way Forward’: How do we carry on the momentum achieved during the previous Gender Festivals in the future? How do we take back the skills that we have learnt from the GF to our respective communities/groups? How do we improve on existing work based on the discussions of the first three days? Mid Day Workshop Themes: Each workshop will reflect on achievements, challenges and opportunities with respect to women’s/feminist organising and coalition building at grassroots, national, regional and global level and seek to answer the question: what do we want to change/achieve during the next 20 years [ie by 2033]? How do we get there [5 year strategies]? Afternoon Plenary: Workshop reports on Action Plans and Objectives, Strategies and Expected Challenges to Plenary, Discussion, and Agreement Exhibition, Networking and Infotainment The Cross –cutting Themes which thread through all workshops: 1. Analysis/experiences of Transformative Feminist Movement Building, including feminist participatory leadership and organising styles, in the context of the pan African movement 2. Global Financial and Economic Crisis and the Search for an Alternative to Neo-liberal Macro Economic Policy 3. Politics of culture and ‘tradition’, gender stereotyping about powerlessness of specific groups of women, and Religious Fundamentalism, Islamophobia and Traditionalism and their impact on the Lives of Girls and Women 4. Struggles for Economic Justice, highlighting safe and dignified employment and livelihoods, both formal & informal, paid and unpaid, at all levels 5. Power and voice in decision-making at all levels about resources, policies, strategies, budgets, expenditures in both private and public spheres; including access to, ownership and control over productive resources 6. Lessons learned about organising and movement building at all levels and strategies to mentor feminist movement building consciousness 7. Implications for the new Constitution in Tanzania 2.



General Guidelines:



2.1



Plenary Sessions Prepare a paper, case study, video, art performance, visual art or cultural expression  Performances and Presentations should address a relevant plenary theme by addressing the entire question or an aspect or angle therein  Performances and Presentations should be focused on women/feminist movement building and people-centred gender, democracy and development issues  Indicate the relevance of the presentation at local, international and/or regional levels.



2.2



Workshop Coordination (Workshop Coordinators are welcome to request an additional theme as long as it coincides with the plenary theme of the day)
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3.



Each workshop is expected to be organised in such a way as to encourage a high level of participation from all. Workshop organisers are therefore encouraged to use a variety of methods for organising presentations and discussion. These might include any of the following methods, alone or in combination:  Skit/video/artistic and cultural expressions and discussion  Panel presentations  Presentation of two full papers [maximum 15 min each], including participants interaction, followed by discussion  A debate for and against a motion, followed by discussion  Small group work The workshop organiser is responsible for coordinating the workshop, identifying potential co-presenters, and developing the workshop plan, which will be shared with the Secretariat. The workshop organiser will follow-up to ensure that all papers/presentations are submitted on time, according to the deadline dates to be shared, and for ensuring that the Secretariat has received the final copy in hard print and on diskette. The workshop organiser will liaise with the Secretariat on a regular basis. Workshops coordinated should address a relevant sub-theme by addressing the entire question or an aspect or angle therein Presentations and performances should reflect on the current situation and strategies Performances and Presentations should be focused on women/feminist movement building and people-centred gender, democracy and development issues The secretariat provides a venue for workshops, including chairs, tent and public speaking devices. Other costs of workshops are the sole responsibility of workshop organisers and other presenters. The secretariat will not be providing honorarium, therefore, for organising a workshop, or for preparation of individual papers or skits. However, the secretariat will be responsible for reproducing enough copies of paper abstracts to share with participants in a given workshop.



Process and Timeframe:



Papers, case studies and workshops themes for facilitation will be selected utilising the following process: 3.1



Those interested should prepare an abstract for a paper, case study, performance or workshop to be coordinated in one of the relevant sub-themes following the guidelines stipulated above. The abstract should be submitted to TGNP by 1st July, 2013. All are requested to specify which day their inputs are intended for and to which sub-theme their abstract relates. All are also requested to give an indication of how a workshop around their paper and case study should be facilitated to achieve the desired output.



3.2



If your paper, case study or workshop is selected to be presented or facilitated at the conference you will be informed by 30th July 2013. You will then need to submit the paper (and abstract, if relevant) or final workshop description by 1st August 2013 at the latest, so as to allow time for reproduction of all papers, and translation of plenary papers and of all abstracts.
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